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Beginnings 
 
  
We have seen the old barns riding the earth side-saddle  
And never thought of them as useful,  
Nor ever dreamt their original sin.  
Our friends lived the polarity of church and barn,  
Their spires squared off across the flat earth,  
Cock vanes and chimes directing us in their way like  
The deep throated moan of tugs in fog.  They are unplanned  
As cultural markers, 
Unlike the European towns  
where you can read intention around every corner,  
through every agora... 
 
And we animals took refuge in the architecture, between upright beams,  
their edges hardened by the means of simple carpenters 
who raised cold skeletons from the earth 
And stilled the will of bare wood to bend and fall. 
Crossed timbers raised and punished into place by hard hands  
stand even now in towns where I grew up  
and gave no thought to the shape of their intent, or the purpose of the sheltered spaces.  
They had sprung up in town and out  
as surely as the chicory alongside US 76, and why think any more about it.  
The source, my dear boy, is what you miss and never see  
Except in the old texts, the ancient fathers seemed to say  
Raising one coldly wizened eyebrow 
over news at the barber’s in town.   
And isn’t that striving progress just flash for your attention? 
No, my son, the spires and barns are will totems,  
At once statements and shelters 
Dreamed by learned men across the ocean, 
Culled from English enchiridia 
Nestled deep in the pockets of the jointers.  
 
 
Hear the hammer on anvil ringing even now under  
The old slate sky, 
Calling down thunder, raising the will   
As the ‘Mighty Fortress is our God’ swells up from the throats of mourners. 
They gleaned it from what…forest to fortress to church… 
Creatio ex nihilo perhaps --but no. 
That would dishonor strong hands, throats  
And the hearts of those who can only imagine 
their own creation, give it life this way or that  
With places built to last until the coming  
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They gleaned it in their young forbidden lofts where Passion 
 has always reigned as   
In cobbled mangers after the great deed. 
 
 
They made these things so mothers of men and sons of women  
Could share secrets unspoken in polite company  
And dream of hereafters they could only see 
In the heartstrong joining of will to creation. 
In their heads, the jointers could see without knowing and  
Make the first-time boy see without saying, 
Sense his own progeny in the swirling breath of time 
And act, pressing forth without stopping to gaze above the steeple 
 Across the village square where it points 
 to the firmament. 
Here he sees only the firm body below him  
 As the foundations settle, 
Post and beam absorbs all that happens here, they shake,  
and a sacramental coupling takes 
it inside 
brings it close 
Ties heaven to earth and yet 
Keeps them full apart –they are two, even yet.  As it must be in eternity two to carry forth 
Raw inception to the fortress in their hands throats hearts  
From soul to actualization where it shouts the presence of the  
Firm, and firmament.** 
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